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Vintage Sports Car Club 
     

 P O Box 11709, Dorpspruit, Pietermaritzburg 3206 
 

 “Forward into the Past” 
  

This is the newsletter of the Vintage Sports Car Club. Opinions expressed herein do 
not necessarily represent those of the Committee, the Editor, or of the Club. 
 
Regular gatherings are held at the Clubhouse, Oribi Road, Pietermaritzburg, and as 
per the schedule of events published in this newsletter. 
 
Visitors are welcome in the care of a Member and should be signed on by that 
Member. 
 
On Bonnets-Up and Club Open Days, parking in front of the Clubhouse is reserved 
for Club Qualifying Vehicles Only, and you are requested to park modern vehicles 
behind the Clubhouse. 

 

 
          Office Bearers: 2013/2014 
 

Trustees   Peter Houston, Fred Rascher and Grenville Manton 
 
Club President         Clyde Wyatt 
 

     

   Committee and Portfolio Holders 
 

Chairman     Fred Rascher   033 394 2502 
Vice Chairman    Andrew Haupfleish  033 342 9628 
Treasurer     John Wilsworth  081 840 9619 
Secretary     Janice McKenzie  084 557 7259 
SAVVA Delegate    Ron Richmond  033 344 1943 
Clubhouse      Norma and Norman Crouch 033 386 2751 
Spares      Johan Viljoen   072 750 1255  
Klink      Tony Fourie   082 823 8833 
Newsletter     Gillian Richmond  083 253 9762 
Motorcycles     Stuart Anderson  083 650 1522 
Clubhouse Events    Aisne Rascher   033 394 2505  
Without Portfolio    Junior Fouche   076 095 0449 

 
VSCC eMail:     vscc@vodamail.co.za      
Newsletter eMail:  gillian2@telkomsa.net 

Website:  www.VSCC.co.za. 

 
Affiliated to SAVVA                        SAVVA Website: www.savva.org.za 
 

 
 

mailto:gillian2@telkomsa.net
http://www.vscc.co.za/
http://www.savva.org.za/
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CHAIRMANS CHATTER 
 
The dust has settled and I can report on this year’s CITP. 
We were blessed with fine weather in PMB  and the predicted rain and clouds had very little 
effect on the day. 
Our change to the Sunday Tribune was made rather late and did have some effect on the 
entry through the gates.   Perhaps this was a blessing in disguise because the atmosphere 
was more relaxed and there was no crowding. In PMB the posters advertising the event 
were totally eclipsed by the vast array of election posters.   
There were fewer cars than in 2013, but then again a better quality of cars and bikes.  The 
newer cars that were on the Top Gear site were worth in excess of R12 million. The elusive 
McLaren still evades our show but we will have one on display soon I am sure. 
The Clubs did their part and had some fantastic displays, Mercedes again really making it 
special. A collector from Isipingo, Tony, had the most incredible crowd around his ‘58 Chevy 
all day.  For those who love U.S. cars, another one of his collection, a ‘57 Chevy coupe was 
a real rarity. 
Ferraris and Lamborghinis: we had them all, some very new.   
The JHB muscle car guys were back again with some rare and beautiful cars. It’s not often 
to see so many Comaros in one place at one time. Persuading these guys to return to CITP 
after the appalling reception they were given previously was the highlight of the event for me.  
The Facebook site has come alive and the pictures that have been downloaded are really 
fine: definitely worth a look. 
The Camperdown Lodge took on gate duties and did a splendid job.  They had sufficient 
helpers and were really enthusiastic. 
Although the gate takings are down from last year’s record it will make little difference to the 
final figure. It was certainly a big improvement from previous years. Costs were curtailed and 
the Park rental was much less than had been paid previously. We also had no expensive 
repairs to the Park in contrast to last year when we spent R24, 000-00. The Park was 
handed to us in a very clean and well maintained condition. 
Some dealers moaned about everything, and some had record sales. It really proves that 
you cannot please everybody all the time. Given the chance I would happily ban certain 
individuals from the grounds in future.  
Well, for me it has been 2 years in the saddle and it’s time I dismount and drive off into the 
sunset.  So I wait for a new convenor for the 2015 event when it will be the 40th anniversary 
of CITP.  
I thank you all for your support and help on the weekend and during the months preceding it. 

 
Fred  
 
     Short items of interest are always wanted for inclusion in our newsletter (max 
between one half and two pages) Contact Gillian at gillian2@telkomsa.net 

            

ON THE COVER 
 
Tony Psailas Chevrolet truck on display at Cars in the Park last month. 
 

INDEMNIFICATION 
Members, guests, visitors and any other persons’ attention is drawn to 

Indemnity requirements in the VSCC Constitution and posted in the VSCC 
Clubhouse bar and main hall. 
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 MEMBERSHIP 

 
Subscriptions 2013/2014 Club Year (based on Membership type & due 1 July). 
 
Full Member                                                        R230 including SAVVA fee 
Full member plus spouse/partner                        R290 including SAVVA fees 
Country Member                                                  R210 including SAVVA fee 
Country Member plus spouse/partner                   R260 including SAVVA fees 
Associate Member*                                              R125 excluding SAVVA fee 
Associate Member plus spouse/partner                 R170 excluding SAVVA fees  
 
* Applicable to members of another club and awarded at the committee’s discretion. 
 
New applications for Membership include an indemnity that is valid for Life. 

 
Life Member (Principal) Newsletter postage  *       R65 + R20 SAVVA fees 
Life Member (Principal) Newsletter e-mail  *       R20  SAVVA fees  
Life Member (Principal and Associate – Spouse/Partner) *    R90 + R20  SAVVA fees 
Honorary and Honorary Life Membership *         Free. 
  
 * Awarded at Committee discretion. 
 
There is a once off entrance fee of R100 on application for membership. 
A charge of R120 will be levied for posted newsletters.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Banking Details:  Account name – Vintage Sports Car Club:   Bank – Nedbank:  
 Branch - Hayfields:  Branch Number – 13 40 25: Account number – 13 40 505 339:  
Always include member’s name on the deposit slip.  
                                                                                              
REGALIA:  The club has caps, of the “one size fits all” type, embroidered with the VSCC 
logo, available for sale at R45 each.  See the ‘Klink’ attendant, for your Requirements. 
 
VISITORS:  Visitors are welcome, but as we are licensed, please ensure that your 
guests are ‘signed on’ in the visitors register. This gives them temporary membership 
status, and entitles them to make purchases from the bar. 

  

CLUB TIMETABLE 

 
 Every Friday night:  ‘Klink’ 

June 6th. 13th. 20th. 27th. July 4th. 11th. 18th. 25th.  
The AIR-CONDITIONED ‘Klink’ will be open from 17h30 until 21h00. Braai fires will 
be provided, and you are invited to bring your own braai meat and/or salads to enjoy 
at the Club.. 
Second Saturday of every month:  ‘Bonnets Up’ / Club Open Day: 
 From around 12 noon until then ‘The Klink’ will be open, plus the availability of 
either boerewors rolls, hamburgers or an alternative being made available for 
purchase.   
Don’t forget, tea/coffee, pancakes and/or other goodies are a regular option.   
The Library and Spares Department will also be open. 
Third Sunday of every Month;  Regular Club Outing. Motorcycles are most 
welcome at this run. 
(Happens the weekend following after bonnets Up which becomes 4th weekend if 1st falls on 

a Sunday            
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PAST EVENTS 
 

May 
 

Saturday 10th May:  VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day.  No Theme 

Saturday 18th May:  Cars in the Park 

 

COMING  VSCC  AND  OTHER  CLUB  EVENTS 

RED BOLD - Depicts VSCC Club Events          ITALIC -  Depicts other Events  

 
 

June 
 

Saturday 14th June:  VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day.  No Theme 

Sunday 29th June:  Sunday Lunch.  Lunch at the club. R60 per head 

 

July 
 

Saturday 12th July:  VSCC Bonnets up / Open Day.  Hobbies day and boot                     

           sale 

Sunday 20th July:  Regular Club Outing. To be announced 

 

Bonnets up Events 2014 
 

JANUARY EUROPEAN CARS 

FEBRUARY AMERICAN CARS 

MARCH SPORTS CARS 

APRIL NO THEME 

MAY NO THEME 

JUNE NO THEME 

JULY HOBBIES DAY AND BOOT SALE 

AUGUST AGM / NO THEME 

SEPTEMBER MOTORCYCLES / FORD DAY 

OCTOBER ITALIAN CARS 

NOVEMBER FORD DAY / MOTORCYCLES 

DECEMBER NO THEME 

 

Please note that all cars/bikes are welcome regardless of the theme.  Feel 

free to display your classics on the front lawn every month. 

 
According to my calculations the problem doesn't exist. 

 
Consciousness: that annoying time between naps.
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

New Members 
 
We welcome Gordon Guthrie from Pietermaritzburg and Henk and Ruth Lubbe from 
Hilton. 
 

      Spares Department 
 
Note to non-local enthusiasts. Please be advised, we work on a select-yourself 
system and are unable to take orders or arrange delivery.  
It is advisable to bring a sample, as not all parts are identified. 
 

Hire of Club Hall 
 
If members wish to hire the club hall please could the form on the adjacent page be 
completed and handed in.  Copies of the form are also available at the Klink. 
 

Vehicles for hire 
 
The following members are willing to hire out their cars for weddings and other such  
occasions. 
 
Mike Westray        072 244 4272  mikewestray@gmail.com 
Robin Phipson      033-345 0061  phipson@wandata.com 
Saxon Murray. 
Tony Psaila (1937 Cadillac)  tonytractor@tpstorage.co.za 
 

 

The Jock Leyden Memorial Run 
 
The VCC is again organising this popular event to be held on 17 August 2014.  Vehicles 
eligible to compete for the Jock Leyden Trophy are motorcycles and motor cars of a vintage 
with a cut-off date of 31/12/1945.  The participation of other SAVVA affiliated clubs is 
encouraged and all vehicles must be SAVVA dated to compete for the trophy.  All other 
vehicles, up to 1990, may enter and will be classified separately. 
The intention is to encourage those members who own a golden-oldie to have some fun with 
like-minded enthusiasts however due to small entry numbers in recent years a category for 
vehicles up to 1990 has been included.  Feedback from past events indicates a preference 
for a laidback, not too serious fun run.  So this will be the theme.  As in the past, the 
Pietermaritzburg VSCC will open its doors to participants where the run will start. 
There will be two parts to the route schedule.  The first bringing all entrants to the morning 
tea venue.  The cost of this interlude will be sponsored by the VCC.  The second part of the 
route will end at the VCC in Kloof in time for a braai and the bar will be open. Braai fires will 
be lit so please bring your picnic baskets 
We really believe this will be a great event, so if you own a vehicle that qualifies, please 
support this year’s Jock Leyden run.  For more information as well as entry and indemnity 

forms please contact Graham Hossack on 0836775122 or e-mail 
grahamhossack@telkomsa.net. 

mailto:tonytractor@tpstorage.co.za
mailto:grahamhossack@telkomsa.net
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THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN VETERAN & VINTAGE 

ASSOCIATION 

 
 
 

SAVVA Technical Tip 85 Axle Stands 

 
Having been around for quite a few years and playing amateur mechanic for longer 
than I can remember I didn’t realise how sloppy I was getting – until that is. 
My trolley jack was getting a bit long in the tooth and not lifting as high as it should 
so I decided to spend some of my hard earned cash and buy a new one. Great 
excitement – a big blue job and of course made in China.  I couldn’t wait to unpack it 
and see how high it would go. I placed it under the front cross member of the car I 
was working on and jacked it to the maximum.  Rightly enough, it went far higher 
than my old one.  
Sometime later I was about to crawl under the car to check something or the other 
when all hell broke loose. Because of all the oil under the front cross member and 
the high angle the new jack lifted it up to the jack slipped off the cross member 
slipping between the cross member and the bumper. The damage to the grill and 
surrounding area was catastrophic to say the least.  After muttering a few 
obscenities I realised the damage was unimportant compared to how my head could 
have been reshaped if I had been under the car. I was also reminded that if you jack 
a car up using the front cross member it is advisable to release the hand brake and 
select neutral.  Next to where this happened stood four adjustable axle stands, 
which, if placed under the suspension, could have saved hours of panel beating, re-
painting etc.  
There is an expression – something about teaching old dogs new tricks.  Well, even 
after all these years I think this old dog hasn’t necessarily learnt a new trick but has 
been reminded of one he was told about many years ago.  Please don’t fall into the 
same trap.    
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CARS IN THE PARK 
 
Despite the gloomy weather prediction, May 18th turned out to be gloriously sunny 
with a cool breeze that blew all day.  It made for a warm but comfortable day that 
kept families entertained.  The crowds filled the park throughout the day, showing 
little signs of wavering, even in the late afternoon. 
 
There was a wide variety of food and drink available providing for all tastes.  The 
food queues held steady throughout the day and, thanks to the weather, the ice 
cream and coffee vendors, most unusually, both seemed the do brisk business. 
 
Music was provided throughout the day, covering a wide range of decades.  The 
popular Bifocals also entertained during the day, this time located near the beer tent. 
 
The displays of vehicles were wide and numerous.  This year there was no theme, in 
an effort to attract as wide a variety as possible.  There were some displays that 
stood out in my opinion.   
 
Pre renovation cars on display are not new to Cars in the Park.  On the contrary, it 
was even a theme a few years back.  Mercedes Benz went one step further this 
year.  They displayed two beaten up cars desperately in need of restoration and then 
proceeded to jump start and run one of them, a diesel sedan, salvaged from a scrap 
yard, after it had not been run for decades.  The substantial crowd on the oval, 
viewing this feat, was thoroughly entertained.   
 
Another display that attracted a lot of attention was by one of our own club members.  
Tony Psaila, who put in an extraordinary effort. He placed a display on his Chevrolet 
truck.  From one side there was his Harley Davidson with a mannequin dressed as 
motorcyclist sitting on hay bales.  On the other side he had placed a number of 
stuffed animals with a banner appealing to the plight of the Rhinos.  The display 
appealed to a broad range of visitors. (See the cover picture) 
 
The clubs represented came from far and wide, including out of province clubs 
whose members travelled great distances to attend the event.   It is this diverse 
participation that makes the day so successful and interesting. 
 
Some of the stands are not car displays but model sales and car related items as 
well as a few stands with family appeal.  There are usually several stands selling car 
models, but one stand attracted my attention, selling a small range of bike models 
made from parts and not the standard plastic moulds.  They were true pieces are art. 
 
The day can only be described as a resounding success, with what appeared as a 
large happy crowd enjoying a sunny day in the park.  I was personally kept busy all 
day with not enough battery life left in my camera to capture the whole day.  The 
volunteers that worked on the day, as well as those that put in time setting up before 
hand, made the day such a success and kept things working like clockwork.  Our 
grateful thanks to all that assisted, and please come back next year. 
 
I have included a few pictures taken on the day. 
 
We hope to see you all at the Park next year. 

Gillian 
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SERVICES 

     
Services listed will be rotated on a tri-monthly basis. 

 
The VSCC is not responsible for the quality of the services provided by the above 

service providers. 
 

 Tyrewise, contact William Walker for expert advice on all your tyre and 
wheel balancing requirements, on 033 342 3566, or call at 341 Berg Street. 
Go to his website at www.tyredamage.com 
 

 Silicon Brake Fluid available at Motorcycle Centre, 265 Berg St. 033-394 
6941 and Race Spares Africa 084 396 0285 Roger Veitch 
 

       Waterflow Plumbing cc For general plumbing services, clearing blocked 
      drains etc.  Contact Clinton Hart on 076 194 4185 or 033 - 396 6953    

 

  New Parts.  Ford ignition coils1937-41, 1952 ford stop/tail light lenses,  
 Zephyr 1936- 39 rear light lenses, 1951-54 Ford V8 tail light lenses, 
 1959 Ford parking light lenses, Chrome tail light housing1951/52 Zephyr & 
Consul. 
 Flywheels – A30, Morris Minor, Taunus, Prefect, Anglia, Zephyr.  
 Period wheel trims – Simca, Taunus and others.  Rings, Fanbelts 1950’s 
Chrysler. 
 Jansen’s Motor Spares (Klerksdorp) 018 462 9121. 

 Durose’s. now at 103 Commercial road, (Chief Albert Luthuli) same phone 
033 345 3331.  They have a large selection of parts for 50’s & 60’s vehicles.   
 

 Good weld – Specialised welding; TIG & MIG, Aluminium, Magnesium, 
Titanium, Stainless, Cast Iron, Pewter, Etc. Turning, Spline cutting, General 
engineering. Run by enthusiasts.   4 Roger de Klerk Place, Mkondeni. Phone, 
033 346 1207 

 

 Bearings & Seals – 424 Greyling St. (Also ‘O’ rings, belts, roller chain etc,) 
Contact Dennis on 033-345 7739 or 082 656 4864, who will do his best to 
locate items needed, if not in stock. 

  

      Professional bead blasting with proper glass beads, professional chassis 
          clean, professional repairs and vacuum pulling/pumping of BMC hydrolastic    
          suspension units.     Contact Robin on 033-3450061, or visit 23 West Street. 

 
 
 

Earth first... We will strip the other planets later. 
 

It's not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the 
dog! 

 
Tell me to 'Stuff It' - I'm a taxidermist.
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FOR SALE 

 

 
 ***1971 Renault in Newcastle for sale.  The current owner has had this car for 

years and looks after his cars well.  He is looking for R5000.  Contact Hennie 
Marsburg on hennie@newcastle.co.za or Winston Shoesmith on  
Cell: 0823372963 or (W) 017 631 9282 
 

 *1989 Vespa 200cc Scooter. Has done 45 000 km. In running order, but needs 

small things fixed.eg. fuel gauge.R5 000. Contact Jack Frost on 033 3460 297 or 
082 6888 499. 
  
 

WANTED 

 
 ***Any Fischer Amal  motor cycle carbs  or any  parts . 

Phone Bill Speight  033 3306815  or 076 3031380 
 

 ***Rear windscreen FOR MG 1100 / Austin Apache / Wolseley 1100. Please 

contact Angela Plows: (W) 036-3521225 OR CELL: 0824010066 
 

 **1947/8 Dodge bonnet (both halves). Please contact Wynand at 083 3972390. 

 

 **A centre stand for a swinging arm Separate gearbox B-Series BSA motorcycle.  

Contact Martin Watson on 076 6787686. 
 

 ** for Datsun 140 Y. Left and right front park / Indicator lights that fit under the 

front bumper and one 140 Y badge that fits behind the rear door and one speedo 
cluster.  Please contact Derrick on 033-3865081 or 083 3964179 

 
 

POSITIVE ATTITUDE! 
 
The patient gradually wakes up stiff as a plank in the hospital's Intensive Care Unit, 
tubes up his nose and down his throat, wires monitoring every function and all 
around his head, with one hell of a pain over his left ear - with a gorgeous nurse 
hovering over him. 
 
It was obvious he had been in a serious accident. 
 
She leaned over, looked at the patient sympathetically and slowly said; “You may not 
feel anything from the waist down.” 
 
He managed to mumble a reply, “Can I feel your boobs, then?” 
   

NOW THAT'S A POSITIVE ATTITUDE! 

mailto:hennie@newcastle.co.za
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Bike Chatter 
 

 

 

 
 

KREIDLER 
 
Anton Kreidler established Kreidlers Metall_und  Drahtwerke(Kreidler’s metal and 
wire factory) in Komwestheim in Germany in 1903. Motorcycles were added to the 
product range in 1951.  The company was quite successful as they had captured 
one third of the German Motorcycle market by 1959 and had become market leader 
in 1962. 
 
Production started with the manufacture of a 49cc moped, the K50.  The sales from 
this model allowed the company to develop the K51, a more luxurious version of the 
K50. Due to Germany imposing speed restrictions on mopeds, the engines needed 
to be altered and new models were released in 1955, including the R50 scooterette. 
 
In order to avoid these restrictions, the Florette was sold from 1956, marketed as a 
motorcycle.  It turned out to be a successful model and continued to be produced for 
many years. 
 
Motorcycle racing introduced a new category- the 50cc’s.  Kreidler began producing 
a racing machine in 1959.  The motorcycle was a stripped down and tuned version of 
the Florette.  Success in racing was quickly reached  with several wins and a 
championship in 1961.  Suzuki  posed a challenge over the next few years, 
preventing Kreidler from taking home wins. 
 
In an attempt to re-establish themselves as winners in the competitive market, they 
produced a supercharged motorcycle and went on to break several speed records.  
In 1971 they were eventually able to topple Suzuki and began winning World 
Championships once again and continued to do so until 1983. 
 
The non-racing models continued to sell with new models being released.  However 
by 1981 sales were beginning to drop dramatically.  The company was unable to 
recover and the company was liquidated in 1982. 
 
Since then the Kreidler brand name has been bought by Prophete, a bicycle 
manufacturer. 
 
This article was written with reference to “The Complete Encyclopedia of Classic 
Motorcycles” by Mirco de Cet and Wikipedia. 
 
Gillian 

 

The more I learn, the less I understand. 
 

If you don't like the way I drive, stay off the sidewalk. 
 

If life hands you a lemon, stuff your bra with it.
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ANAGRAMS 

 
PRESBYTERIAN:      BEST IN PRAYER 
 
ASTRONOMER:      MOON STARER 
 
DESPERATION:     A ROPE ENDS IT 
 
THE EYES:        THEY SEE 
 
GEORGE BUSH:     HE BUGS GORE 
 
THE MORSE CODE:    HERE COME DOTS 
 
DORMITORY:      DIRTY ROOM 
 
SLOT MACHINES:     CASH LOST IN ME 
 
ANIMOSITY:      IS NO AMITY 
 
ELECTION RESULTS:    LIES - LET'S RECOUNT 
 
SNOOZE ALARMS:     ALAS! NO MORE Z 'S 
 
A DECIMAL POINT:     I'M A DOT IN PLACE 
 
THE EARTHQUAKES:     THAT QUEER SHAKE 
 
ELEVEN PLUS TWO:    TWELVE PLUS ONE 
 
MOTHER-IN-LAW:     WOMAN HITLER 
 

 

 
 
FRONT SEAT 
 
A policeman in the big city stops a man in a car with a Siberian Lynx in the front seat. 
"What are you doing with that Siberian Lynx?" He exclaimed, "You should take it to 
the zoo." 
 
The following week, the same policeman sees the same man with the cat again in 
the front seat, with both of them wearing sunglasses. The policeman pulls him over. 
"I thought you were going to take that cat to the zoo!" 
 
The man replied, "I did. We had such a good time we are going to the beach this 
weekend!" 
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MARQUES THROUGH THE AGES 

 
 

MARCOS 
 
In 1959 Marcos was established by Jem Marsh and Frank Costin in Dolgellau, North 
Wales.  Tha name was derived from the first three letters of each of their surnames. 
 
Marsh was already in the business of selling parts for Austin 7’s. Costin was a 
aerodynamisist who had worked on the De Havilland Mosquito fighter bombers. 
 
The first car they produced was a wooden sports car made mainly of marine ply with 
a nose cone made of glass fibre. It had an odd shape with bug eyed headlamps and 
gull-wing doors.  The wood construction however made it so light that it was very 
responsive and gave good performance. 
 
The car was produced as a racing car but could still be used on the open road. It 
was in this spirit that kit versions were being sold by 1962. 
 
Several new models were developed.  In 1964 the Marcos 1800GT was introduced.  
It was initially fitted with a Volvo engine which was later changed to a variety of Ford 
engines with varying capacities. 
 
The company’s trademark plywood chassis was changed to a steel spaceframe in 
1969.  This shortened the production time, making the cars cheaper to produce.  It 
also enabled more powerful engines to be fitted to the cars. 
 
The company also produced a Mini Marcos which was introduced in 1965.  The body 
was made of fibreglass and was based around Mini components.  The main feature 
of the car was its ar was its affordability. 
 
In 1972 the company was liquidated. 
 
Jen Marsh however managed to buy back the rights to the Marcos name in 1976 and 
relaunched the brand in 1981, once again producing the Marcos GT.  In 1983 the 
Mantula was introduced.  The Mantula Spyder was introduced in 1985 and was the 
first convertible Marcos since the Fastback (Introduce in 1963). A series of models 
followed. 
 
He however could not keep the company going and Marcos was bankrupt again in 
2000.  The company was bought by Tony Stelliga in 2002 who restarted production.  
In 2007 the company went into liquidation. 
 
This article was written with reference to www.marcos-oc.com, Wikipedia and The 
Encyclopedia of cars by Peter Henshaw. 
 
Gillian 

 

If it isn't broken...fix it until it is!

http://www.marcos-oc.com/
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TAILPIECE 

 

Scientists at Rolls Royce built a gun specifically to launch dead chickens 
at the windshields of airliners and military jets all travelling at maximum 
velocity. 
 
The idea is to simulate the frequent incidents of collisions with airborne 
fowl to test the strength of the windshields. 
 
American engineers heard about the gun and were eager to test it on the 
Windshields of their new high speed trains. 
 
Arrangements were made, and a gun was sent to the American 
engineers. 
 
When the gun was fired, the engineers stood shocked as the chicken 
shot out of the barrel, crashed into the shatterproof shield, smashed it to 
smithereens, blasted through the control console, snapped the 
engineer's back-rest in two and embedded itself in the back wall of the 
cabin like an arrow shot from a bow.. 
 
The horrified Yanks sent Rolls Royce the disastrous results of the 
experiment, along with the designs of the windshield and begged the 
British scientists for suggestions. 
  
Rolls Royce responded with a one-line memo: 
  
"Defrost the chicken." 

 

 

_____  ______    ___    ________ 
 

Drive Carefully!   See You at the Club.  
________________________________   
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